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Interactive Evolutionary Computation with
Evaluation Characteristics of Multi-IEC Users

Shinya Henmi, Shino Iwashita, and Hideyuki Takagi

Abstract— We (1) propose a method for accelerating the
convergence of interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) by
incorporating multiple evaluation models of previous IEC
users, (2) evaluate the method’s performance according to
the similarity metric of users’ evaluation characteristics, and
(3) investigate its practical usefulness by measuring users’
evaluation characteristics for real-world applications on the
metric. Although conventional IEC with a function learning
the current IEC user’s evaluation characteristics cannot use
the evaluation characteristics until the model is learned, the
proposed IEC uses models learned from previous users until the
current user’s behavior is learned. The model from a previous
IEC user whose evaluation values are most similar to those of
the current IEC user is selected and used instead of the current
IEC user’s model till the current user’s model is leaned. The
viability of this method is evaluated on similarity distance of
evaluation characteristics with simulation, and the simulation
results are compared with the real IEC user’s evaluation char-
acteristics for four different types of real applications. Through
this evaluation, we obtain a rating method for predicting the
effectiveness of the proposed acceleration method for different
types of IEC applications.

Index Terms— interactive evolutionary computation, user
fatigue, user model of evaluation characteristics, learning,
acceleration

I. INTRODUCTION

Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC) is an opti-
mization technique that optimizes a target system based on
human subjective evaluation. It has been widely applied
to several fields, such as: graphic arts and animation, 3-D
computer graphics lighting, music, editorial design, industrial
design, facial image generation, speech processing and syn-
thesis, hearing-aid fitting, virtual reality, media database re-
trieval, data mining, image processing, control and robotics,
food industry, geophysics, education, entertainment, social
system, etc. [1].

One of main problems for practical use of IEC is user
fatigue [1]. To solve this problem, several approaches of IEC
interface research have been presented, including learning an
IEC user’s evaluation characteristics and using it to predict
their evaluation [2], [3], [4], improving IEC display interface
and the input of user evaluation [4], [5], [6], accelerating IEC
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search [7], [8], and active user intervention in EC search [9],
[10], [11].

Our research in this paper focuses on the evaluation behav-
ior characteristics of users of IEC. Once the user’s evaluation
behavior is learned and can be modeled, there are several
methods that use this information to reduce IEC user fatigue.
For example, displaying phenotypes of individuals to a user
in the order of predicted evaluation value helps to reduce the
user fatigue because the user need only compare neighboring
individuals only [4]; displaying individuals with predicted
evaluation values reduces the number of user evaluation
inputs required because there is no need for the user to input
an evaluation value if it is same as the displayed predicted
evaluation values [12]. A particularly interesting method to
reduce fatigue is displaying to the user only the top 10 or 20
individuals obtained during an evolution of a large population
while using a model to evaluate the remaining individuals.
Through the use of a larger population, convergence may be
accelerated compared to a conventional IEC [3], [13], [14].

One significant issue with these approaches relying on
learned evaluation characteristics is that there are not enough
generations for learning in most IEC applications. Most IEC
searches only span a few generations, at most 10 or 20
generations, it is quite possible that an IEC search ends
before a prediction model can learn the user’s evaluation
characteristics.

The first objective of this paper is to propose a solution
for this problem. Our proposal is to embed multiple IEC
user evaluation models measured in advance into an IEC
system, then select the evaluation model most similar to the
real user’s evaluation behavior at each generation, and use
that model until the IEC system learns the current user’s
evaluation characteristics.

The second objective is to provide an index metric to
predict the effectiveness of this approach for several IEC
applications. It is easy to imagine that our approach is more
effective when there is minimal variation (high similarity) be-
tween IEC users. We would also like to know how the degree
of similarity impacts the performance, how much better is it
than a conventional IEC that doesn’t use a model to predict
user evaluation. We measure the effectiveness by changing
the similarity degree between evaluation characteristics of
two simulation IEC users parametrically and construct a met-
ric of similarity and effectiveness. Additionally, we measure
the similarity of evaluation characteristics of human users for
real-world IEC applications. Using this data we can estimate
effect of our method in other IEC applications.

We explain this proposed method in detail in section
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Fig. 1. Frameworks and sequence of generations: conventional IEC ((a1) and (b1)), conventional IEC with a user model of evaluation characteristics ((a2)
and (b2)), and proposed IEC with other users’ models and a user model of evaluation characteristics ((a3) and (b3)).

II, evaluate the method with simulation and construct an
index metric of effectiveness vs. similarity of evaluation
characteristics in sections III, measure the similarity degrees
of evaluation characteristics of real IEC users for four
IEC applications in section IV, and combine the results in
sections III and IV to provide a rating metric for future IEC
applications in section V.

II. THE USE OF PREVIOUS USER EVALUATION MODELS

AS SUBSTITUTES

Fig. 1 shows the differences in the frameworks and se-
quence of evolution between conventional IEC, conventional
IEC with model learning, and the proposed IEC with model
learning.

In conventional IEC in Fig. 1 (a1), an IEC user just
evaluates given few number of individuals for all generation
(Fig. 1 (b1)). In IEC with model learning in Fig. 1 (a2), the
user evaluates all individuals in the early generations, as in a
conventional IEC, while the modeler learns the user’s evalu-
ation behavior. After several generations, once the modeler is
trained, the model can be used to accelerate IEC convergence
by acting as a pseudo-IEC user, e.g. running a second
evolution with a much larger population in parallel, only
showing the best n individuals to a human IEC user while
using the pseudo-IEC user to evaluate the remainder (and/or
using the other fatigue reduction approaches mentioned in
the previous section) (Fig. 1 (b2)).

Our proposed method in Fig. 1 (a3) uses the same accel-
eration convergence techniques, but uses models trained in

advance on other IEC users in the early generations, until
a model can be learned from the current IEC user. (Fig. 1
(b3)).

The key idea behind of our proposal of using another
user’s evaluation model until the evaluation model of current
user is learned is that it is better to reduce IEC user’s fatigue
using a model based another user than to do nothing [15].
IEC applications that our proposed method is applicable to
are limited to tasks where we can measure users’ evaluation
characteristics in advance. IEC-based hearing-aid fitting is
one of such applications where shorter fitting time is re-
quested and evaluation data of many other users can be
obtained in advance.

Fig. 2 shows a detailed framework of the proposed method.
Multiple models learned from previous users are included,
the model whose evaluation characteristics are most similar
to those of the current IEC user is selected, and the model
can be used in several ways to accelerate IEC convergence
or reduce user fatigue. This process is conducted every
generation until the IEC user’s evaluation characteristics are
learned. The model selected need not be the same for each
generation.

The model has a learning function and is trained using
the parameters of a target system that EC optimizes as input
data and the user’s evaluation values as supervised data. In
this paper, we use feed-forward neural networks (NN’s) for
learning the user’s evaluation characteristics. Models of other
users’ characteristics are expressed with previously trained
NN’s, too.
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Fig. 2. The process of selecting a model learned from other users in
advance

A similarity between evaluation characteristics of a human
IEC user and a model in each generation is calculated by the
distances between their evaluation values. The user inputs
evaluation values, u1, u2, . . . , un, for displayed n individu-
als, and the k-th other user model outputs predicted valuation
values, k1, k2, . . . , kn, for the same individuals. In this paper,
we calculate Euclidian distance of these evaluation-value
vectors and find one model whose evaluation characteristics
is the most similar to that of the user in each generation.
The selected model is used as a substitute of the IEC user
in the generation and is used to reduce human fatigue until
the IEC system learns out the evaluation characteristics of
the user.

III. SIMULATION WITH A PSEUDO-IEC USER

A. A Pseudo-IEC user

It is important to evaluate the proposed method objectively
and stably under a variety conditions. However, subjective
tests with real IEC users include several hard to control
human factors, such as fluctuation of evaluation of the IEC
user. Therefore before performing subjective tests, it is useful
to evaluate the proposed approach using simulated users in
a controlled environment.

A pseudo-IEC user is introduced for to produce simulated
evaluations. Basically, a pseudo-IEC user is a fitness function
that is same as the characteristic function of a target system,
f(x), where x is parameters optimized by IEC. The differ-
ence between the two is that a pseudo-IEC user is a quantized
function of f(x), while the target system has a continuous
function, f(x). The pseudo-IEC user function outputs 1 –
5 rating points, for example; the distance between the best
and worst individuals among n individuals, maxf(xi) and
minf(xi) for (i = 1, . . . , n), is quantized into 5 levels in
the case of 5-level rating. In other words, a pseudo-IEC
user outputs quantized relative evaluation values based on
f(x), while a normal EC search outputs continuous absolute
evaluation values, f(x) itself.

A pseudo IEC user is expressed by summation of p Gaus-
sian functions. As IEC optimizes m parameters, a pseudo
IEC user is expressed by summation of m-dimensional
Gaussian functions shown in Equ. (1).

f (k)(x) =
p∑

j=1

a
(k)
j Gauss(μ(k)

ij , σ
(k)
ij )

=
p∑

j=1

a
(k)
j exp

{
−

m∑
i=1

(xi − μ
(k)
ij )2

2(σ(k)
ij )2

}
(1)

The evaluation models of the multiple previous users are
produced by creating variations of the first pseudo-IEC user
as shown in Eqn.(2).

pother = puser + (1 + r)d, (2)

where p is each parameter of Eqn.(1), i.e. either amplitude
α

(k)
ij , average μ

(k)
ij , or standard deviation γ

(k)
ij : pother is

an evaluation characteristics of other IEC user: puser is an
evaluation characteristics of a pseudo IEC user: r is a given
by a unique random value in [0,1] to generate different
other pseudo-users: d is a constant value to control the
difference between the pseudo-IEC user and other pseudo-
users. pother’s average is puser + 1.5d.

B. Normalization of Distance Between Evaluation Values

Evaluation values of IEC are based on quantized rank, i.e.
5-level rank, 7-level rank, and s-level rank in general. Nor-
malization of distances between evaluation values in different
level ranking is necessary to compare several different tasks.
Eqn.(3) shows a Euclidian distance that different evaluation
ranking level is normalized.

dist =

√√√√ 1
m

m∑
i=1

(xi

s
− yi

s

)2

, (3)

where m is the number of displayed individuals, population
size in many cases; xi is user’s evaluation value for the
i-th individual; yi is other’s evaluation value for the i-th
individual; s is evaluation ranking level. dist is a normalized
distance of evaluation in [0,1] between x and y. For example,
dist = 0.2 means evaluation distance of 1.0 in 5-level
ranking scale.

C. Difference of Evaluation values between the pseudo-IEC
user and other users’ models

We compare the evaluation values of a pseudo-IEC user
with those of 20 other pseudo-user models. The evaluation
characteristics of the pseudo-IEC user are defined as a
function whose parameters of α, μ, and σ in Eqn.(1) are
randomly determined. The evaluation values of the other
users are defined as functions whose parameter, μ, is changed
slightly from the value of the original pseudo-IEC user.

The values obtained by Eqn.(2) for d = 1, 2, · · · , 6 are
substituted for the value μ. For each d, 20 parameters μ are
prepared for the other pseudo-users’ models by changing r
randomly in Eqn.(2).
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Fig. 3. The average Euclidian distance between the pseudo-IEC user and
the average of 20 other pseudo-user models by changing the value d. Each
is the average of 200 trials.

Fig.3 shows average Euclidean distance between a pseudo-
IEC user and the average of 20 other pseudo-user models for
d = 1, 2, · · · , 6. These data were obtained as the average of
200 trials.

D. Experimental Evaluations Through Simulation

The objectives of the experimental evaluation is to confirm
(1) whether introducing other users’ evaluation characteris-
tics accelerates IEC convergence and (2) how the degree of
similarity between one IEC user and another user influences
IEC convergence. Hypothetically IEC converges faster when
the similarity is high, but it may become worse when the
similarity is low. We need to know the relationship between
the similarity and effectiveness of the proposed method
through simulation. We must characterize this relationship
before we can apply the proposed method to real-world tasks.

In order to compare the convergence characteristics of
IEC with-and-without using models based on other users’
evaluation, we perform a task to find the global optimum
of a function formed by four five-dimensional Gaussian
functions. Ten evaluation characteristics models made by
Eqn.2 are embedded in an experimental IEC system. These
evaluations use a pseudo-IEC user is instead of a real human
user.

Fig. 4 shows flow of the two IEC systems: a conventional
IEC system, which searches for the global optimum with
20 individuals including 2 elites in 20 generations and the
proposed IEC system consisting of (1) a conventional IEC
part with a pseudo-IEC user and (2) EC part using a previous
user’s evaluation model. The EC part tries to find the global
optimum with 200 individuals and another user’s evaluation
model as a fitness function, and the best 18 individuals and
2 elite individuals from a previous generation, total 20, are
displayed to a pseudo-IEC user.

Fig. 5 shows the average of 50 simulations of IEC system
using previous users’ evaluation models in comparison to a
simple GA conducted with GA parameters in Table I and d
for (d = 1, 2, . . . , 6). The GA parameters, which were found
to give the best performance on the simple GA, are identical
between all runs.

Multi-dimensional 
Gaussian functions
Mapping to relative 

evaluations

20 individuals

20 individuals

GA

(a) Conventional IEC

Multi-dimensional 
Gaussian functions
Mapping to relative 

evaluations

200 individuals

20 individuals

20 individuals

Selection of a model

Evaluation characteristics models

GA

Selector

(b) Proposed IEC

Fig. 4. Flameworks of conventional IEC and our proposed IEC and their
simulation flows.

TABLE I

GA PARAMETERS

population size 20
selection roulette while selection
crossover two-point crossover
crossover rate 0.8
mutation rate 0.05
rating level 5-level evaluation

E. Convergence Performance According to the Distance
Between the User and Other User Model Used

Experimental results in Fig. 5 gives us a notion of how
our proposed method works for different kinds of IEC tasks.
As mentioned previously, when the evaluation characteristics
of the previous IEC user’s model are similar to those of
the current IEC user, our proposed method should accelerate
IEC search; when they are far, it may make the convergence
worse.

If we know the average similarity distance among evalu-
ation values of several human IEC users previously, we can
know whether our proposed method works well and for how
many generations by comparing the similarity distance with
Fig. 5. The next question is how the method works for real-
world IEC tasks or how far the distance between real users in
real-world tasks are to compare with the figure. We measure
the distances of four tasks and compare them with the figure
in the next section.
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TABLE II

CLASSIFICATION OF REAL-WORLD TASKS

Task types An example of the task
Evaluating a user’s
preference like my Logo design system
favorite picture
Evaluating an impression CG lighting
like happy or sad system
Evaluating based on MEMS
the expert knowledge optimization
like good circuit system

IV. EVALUATION DIFFERENCE AMONG HUMAN IEC
USERS

A. Classification of Task Types

Table 2 shows the classification of three IEC tasks: user
preference evaluation, impression evaluation and evaluation
based on Expert domain knowledge. It is our expectation
that the distance between IEC users will go from larger to
smaller in the same order.

We compare the distance of the evaluation between real
users in three applications, i.e., Logo design system [17], CG
lighting system [18] and MEMS optimization system [12],
with the result of the simulation using the pseudo-IEC user
mentioned in sections III. If the distance is comparable with
the pseudo-user, we can expect the similar convergence as
the simulation.

B. Comparison of User Evaluation for Real Tasks

1) Logo design system: As an example of the task of
evaluating the human’s preference, we compare the evalua-
tion values of multiple users with a logo design system [17].
The user can design a logo using a system that combines
several figures in different colors and sizes, the parameters
of which are adjusted by IEC.

10 subjects evaluated the coolness of 15 logos using 5-
level ranking scale. They also evaluated the desirability of
the same logo. The average distance of each case was 0.352,
0.383, respectively.

Fig. 6. CG lighting system

Fig. 7. MEMS optimization system

2) CG lighting system: As an example of the task of
evaluating the user’s impression, we compare the evaluation
values of multiple users with a CG lighting system [18]. The
interface of the system is as shown in Fig. 6. The parameters
of 3 lights irradiated to a CG model are adjusted by IEC,
and then the user can create a desired lighting effect. 10
subjects evaluated 15 lightings models for their effectiveness
in creating the impression of a movie heroin with a 5-level
ranking scale. The average distance was 0.298.

3) MEMS optimization system: As an example of the task
of evaluating based on the expert knowledge, we compare the
evaluation values of multiple users with MEMS optimization
system [12]. An interface of the system is as shown in Fig.
7. The user can design an optimized micro machine with
his/her experience and expert knowledge by IEC.

11 subjects evaluated 15 designs in 5-level ranking scale.
The average distance was 0.228.
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Fig. 8. Relationship between IEC results of simulation and real tasks.

V. RELATIONSHIP OF EVALUATION DIFFERENCE

BETWEEN SIMULATION AND REAL HUMANS

Here, we combine the simulated results in sections III with
the real task cases presented in IV. This will allow us to see
the relationship of evaluation distance among human IEC
users to the type of IEC task, and discover what types of
tasks our method is most useful for. The combined results
are shown on a same distance scale of dist defined in section
III (Fig. 8). The dist values were calculated for the simulated
case as an average of 10 IEC users evaluating 20 individuals
per generation.

As mentioned before, our proposed method can accelerate
the IEC search when the user’s evaluation characteristics
are similar to other users. As shown in Fig. 8 comparing
the simulation result with the real-world tasks, the MEMS
optimization system and CG lighting system are within the
interval where it is possible to accelerate the IEC search. In
other words, evaluation characteristics of multi-IEC user can
be applied for these tasks. The method is especially effective
in the early generations. The MEMS design system based on
IEC [4] and the CG lighting system [19] are run for 10 and
4 generations on average respectively.

However, the distances in the logo design system tasks
were too far to apply the method. As the user preferences
seem to vary greatly, it is hard to use the evaluation charac-
teristics model of one users to substitute for another.

VI. CONCLUSION

We discussed the concept of learning an IEC user’s
evaluation characteristics for reducing IEC user’s fatigue and
proposed a method using models based on the previously
gathered evaluations of multiple users. Second, we mea-
sured the effectiveness of the proposed method with several
similarity distances between a pseudo-IEC user and other
users through simulation. Thirdly, we measured the similarity
distances of evaluation between humans for four IEC tasks
and combined the simulation results to obtain a criterion to
know what IEC tasks we can use the proposed method with.

Additionally, through these experiments and measure-
ments, we have obtained a useful generic criterion measuring
the similarity distance of evaluation characteristics among
IEC users, a practical tool for predicting the effectiveness
of our proposed acceleration method for future IEC applica-
tions.
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